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Introduction

Last year I did an experiment to test what method of keeping strawberries 
fresh works best. The method that worked best was rinsing them and keeping 
them in a sealed mason jar or glass container. But strawberries aren’t the only 
fruits I like that will go bad before I can eat them. This year I want to test if 
this method will also work the best on other berries, specifically blueberries, 
raspberries, and black berries.



Research Question & Hypothesis/Prediction
My research question is: Which 

method for keeping different berries 
fresh works best? I chose this 

question as a continuation of my 
experiment from last year in which I 

tested which method would keep 
strawberries fresh the longest to 

compare the results.  

If I wash the berries then put them 
into a mason jar they will stay the 

freshest for the longest. This is 
because putting fruits and berries 

into sealed glass containers is shown 
to keep them fresh twice as long 
than in their original containers.



Research
● The bacteria that grow on produce needs warm, humid temperatures 

to grow ideally. They also need oxygen to grow. So by limiting all 
those factors, by putting them in the fridge, keeping them dry, and 
having an airtight seal makes it harder for bacteria to grow.

● Mason jars keep berries fresh for longer because they are airtight. 
This then keeps them from spoiling as quickly.



Variables
Control: Number of berries, how long the berries are being tested for

Independent: The method used to keep the berries fresh.

Dependent: How fresh the berries are at the end.



Procedures
Materials:

● 5 Cartons of each type of berry 
(blueberries, raspberries, 
blackberries)

● Mason Jar
● Norwex Cloth
● Vinegar
● Water (for rinsing) 

Methods:

1. Unrinsed, Unmoved 
2. Rinsed 
3. Rinsed and put in a glass jar
4. Vinegar bath
5. Rinsed and kept on a Norwex 

cloth



Procedures
I started by purchasing five cartons of blueberries, 5 cartons of  blackberries, and 5 cartons of 

raspberries (one for each method on each berry) on the same day, so that they were all the 
same relative starting freshness. Each carton (except the ones going in the mason jar) were 
labeled with what method was being used. For each of the different berries one carton was 

placed in the refrigerator unwashed. The next carton was rinsed and returned to their carton. 
The third carton was rinsed and then placed in a glass mason jar with a lid screwed on to it. 

The fourth carton was rinsed in a bath of 1/2 cup vinegar and 2 cups water and then returned to 
its carton. The fifth carton was rinsed in water with a Norwex cloth placed on the bottom of 
the carton, and the berries were placed on top of it. All of the strawberries were placed in the 

refrigerator on the same shelf. It should be noted that each of the cartons that were rinsed with 
water were all rinsed in 2 cups of water, the same as the amount of water in the vinegar bath. 



Data and Results
In my previous experiment, I was able to find a strawberry freshness guide. I was not able to find one for 
the types of berries in this experiment. So, I created my own freshness guide based off of the strawberry 
guide. I rated each of the berries on a scale of 1-5. I determined the number based off the color vibrance, 
texture/firmness juice leakage, and mold growth. I gave each of them a score on days 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. 



Data and Results
This is a chart to show what the 
berries looked like based off of 
the freshness guide. The 
raspberries are represented in 
the red, the blackberries in the 
black, and the blueberries in the 
blue.



Data and Results



Conclusion and Discussion
In all berry types, the ones in the mason jar stayed the freshest. These berries were actually quite a bit 
better than the others, as their color was still vibrant, their texture was firm, there was no hint of mold 
growth, and the only juice leakage was from the raspberries. Raspberries are delicate, and it seems as 
though the leakage could just be from being placed on top of each other. 

Unlike the previous experiment, the berries in with the Norwex cloth did the worst, whereas last time, the 
plain rinsed were of the lowest quality. On this experiment, the plain rinsed was the third freshest. Similar 
to last experiment, the unwashed was the second freshest. 

Much of the research I did recommends a vinegar bath for berries. However, in both of my experiments, 
the vinegar bath was the second least fresh. 



Conclusion and Discussion 
I have heard about vinegar baths for other fruits such as apples, pears, and peaches. These 
are a different type of fruit, in that they grow on trees instead of bushes. They have a skin 
that sometimes becomes waxy during the preservation process for selling to stores, and the 
vinegar is good for rinsing that waxy film off. Though the vinegar wash was not useful for 
the berries, whether it is helpful for other types of fruit is a question for another day. 

As with the previous experiment, this data could be important to families to help them 
keep their berries fresher for longer. For example, if berries were on sale for a good price, 
a family would want to know how to keep them fresh for longer if they bought a large 
amount. 
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